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Introduction 
The fruit fly, Drosophila, is a powerful 
genetic model system with a multitude 
of tools for manipulating genes and gene 
expression. This system has provided 
valuable insight into the cellular 
mechanism underlying heart devel-
opment in the fly and this information has 
led to the identification of key regulators 
of heart development in vertebrates. 
Several groups have begun to examine 
heart function in the fruit fly with the 
goal of using this system as a physiological 
model that can be manipulated geneti-
cally (1–8). Genetic manipulations of ion 
channel genes in Drosophila, including 
L-type Ca2+ channels and several types 
of K+ channels, suggest that the currents 

contributing to heart function in flies are 
remarkably similar to those in human 
hearts (3,8–11). Several mutations 
produce effects in the fly that mimic 
human heart disease syndromes (3,5)  
reviewed in References 12–14. Thus, the 
fly heart will be useful as a myocardial 
model of human heart disease.

A number of methods have been 
developed to detect and quantify heart 
rate in fruit flies. Manual counting of heart 
beats visualized through the cuticle of 
intact pupae and flies has been used previ-
ously, but is not practical or accurate for 
long periods of time or during periods of 
high-frequency beating. Heart rates have 
also been obtained by manual counting 
from slow motion replay of videotape 
recordings (2), which provides a more 

accurate determination of rate but does 
not provide information about the relative 
lengths of diastole and systole, which are 
important parameters for detailed heart 
beat analysis. Automated detection of 
light intensity changes has also been used 
to provide an objective measure of heart 
rate (10,11,15–21), as has edge tracing 
(6), but again, these methods primarily 
provide information about rate. Electrical 
recordings (22) can also be used to provide 
heart rate information, but obtaining 
stable recordings from beating hearts is 
technically difficult even for short periods 
of time. Finally, optical coherence tomog-
raphy (OCT) (7) has been employed to 
obtain a number of heart beat param-
eters, including diastolic and systolic 
intervals, but this method requires highly 
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specialized equipment, tracks heart 
activity for only limited periods of time, 
has limited spatial resolution, and requires 
manual calculations of a limited numbers 
of beats from M-mode records. Thus, it 
is desirable to standardize and automate 
a method for obtaining reliable measure-
ments of the dynamic parameters of heart 
function for large samples of individuals 
over significant periods of time and for all 
the heart beats in a record.

We have developed a methodology 
for analyzing a number of contraction-
relaxation parameters in the myogenic 
heart of Drosophila that is also appli-
cable to other model systems. Our 
method combines a denervated, exposed 
fly heart with a unique set of movement 
detection algorithms that automatically 
and precisely detect and measure beat-
to-beat contraction parameters captured 
in low or high speed movies providing 
both analytical and statistical power. 
The output provides detailed infor-
mation concerning pacemaker activity 
and contraction-relaxation parameters 
including heart rate, systolic intervals 
(SI) and diastolic intervals (DI), systolic 
and diastolic diameters, contraction 
strength, heart rhythmicity, and 
contraction wave velocity (CWV) along 
the heart tube. We have successfully used 
these movement detection algorithms 
to quantify heart beat parameters in 
Drosophila, as well as larval zebrafish 
and embryonic mouse hearts.

Materials and methods
Semi-intact Drosophila 
heart preparation
Two wild-type laboratory strains of  
Drosophilia (yw and w1118) were 
maintained and aged as described previ-
ously (3,6). Abdominal heart tubes were 
exposed by cutting off the head and ventral 
thorax of the fly and then removing the 
ventral abdominal cuticle and all internal 
organs. Dissections were performed under 
an artificial adult hemolymph (based on 
References 23 and 24) containing 108 
mM NaCl2, 5 mM KCl, 2 mM CaCl2, 
8 mM MgCl2,1 mM NaH2PO4, 4 mM 
NaHCO3, 15 mM 4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-
piperazineethanesulfonic acid (HEPES), 
10 mM sucrose, and 5 mM trehalose, at 
pH 7.1. Recordings of heart activity were 
acquired from semi-intact Drosophila 
preparations at room temperature using 
a Hamamatsu EM-CCD digital camera 
(McBain Instruments, Chatsworth, CA, 
USA) mounted on a Leica DM-LFSA 
microscope with a 10× water immersion 
lens (McBain Instruments) and Simple 
PCI image capture software (Compix 

Imaging System, Selwicky, PA, USA). 
Frame rates were 100–150 fps; all movies 
were 60 s in length. See Supplementary 
Movie 1 (available at www.BioTech-
niques.com) for an example.

Detection and quantification of 
movement due to heart contractions
We use a combination of two movement 
detection algorithms written in Matlab 
(The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA, 
USA) to accurately track movement of the 
heart edges. The first approach, the Frame 
Brightness Algorithm, tracks changes in 
average light intensity of each frame. This 
approach has been employed previously 
using lower-speed devices (2,10,15,18,21) 
to detect and quantify heart rate in 
Drosophila. The second approach, the 
Changing Pixel Intensity Algorithm, 
detects movement by comparing the 
intensity changes in individual pixels 
from one frame to the next. Our program 
also tracks heart movements by creating 
an M-mode, similar to techniques used 
previously for analyzing human echocar-

diograms (25). A summary is available 
in Supplementary Algorithm Details, 
available at www.BioTechniques.com.

Frame Brightness Algorithm
For our semi-intact Drosophila heart 
preparation, frame brightness decreases 
during the contractions, because as the 
heart muscle cells contract the contractile 
proteins and cell membranes become 
more concentrated and obscure more of 
the transmitted light (compare Figure 1, 
A with B). The mean brightness value of 
all the pixels in a frame is calculated for 
every frame in the movie (Figure 2, A and 
B), similar to (15). Low-frequency oscilla-
tions in the signal due to fluctuations in 
background illumination can be removed 
later using a high-pass filter (see Supple-
mentary Figure 1, available at www.
BioTechniques.com).

Changing Pixel Intensity Algorithm
During heart contractions, the darker 
pixels, corresponding to the edges of 
the heart tube, move over the lighter 

A

B C

Figure 1. Systolic and diastolic heart diameters. (A) Movie still of three segments in the fly abdomen 
showing the exposed heart during diastole. The position of the heart walls is indicated by white ar-
rowheads, and circles indicate positions marked by the user and used by the program to calculate 
heart diameters. The vertical dashed lines show the orientation of pixel strips used to generate the 
M-modes shown in Figure 2. (B) The same fly heart during systole; arrowheads mark the changed 
location of the heart tube edge during contraction. (C) Quantification of the diastolic and systolic 
diameter measurements for yw and w1118 laboratory wild-type strains of Drosophila. Data points 
represent the mean (±SEM) for 17–30 flies per data point. The decrease in diastolic diameter shows 
a significant age dependence (ANCOVA, P = 0.003) but the systolic diameter decrease is not signifi-
cant in this study (ANCOVA, P = 0.08). (square, yw strain; triangle, w1118 strain. Black lines represent 
diastole, gray lines represent systole) (D) Percent fractional shortening (% FS) provides an estimate 
of the ejection volume and is obtained from the data shown in C (see Equation 2). The decrease of  
% FS with age is significant (ANCOVA, P = 0.04) and is due to the relatively greater decrease of dia-
stolic diameter as compared to systolic diameter. (square, yw strain; triangle, w1118 strain ).
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background pixels. Movement can be 
detected reliably by locating areas where 
there are significant brightness changes 
between consecutive movie frames. To 
determine the areas in the movie that 
are “moving” between frames, we first 
calculate the relative brightness change 
(RBC) for each pixel value (p) in a frame ( f 
+ 1) relative to the previous frame ( f ): 

 [Eq. 1]

The maximum RBC in each frame 
represents either the movement of 
a part of the darker membrane over 

bright background or, in the absence of 
movement, the background noise (the 
minimum value of all the maximum 
RBCs in a movie). A pixel is considered 
to be “changing” or “moving” from one 
frame to the other if the RBC for that 
pixel is larger than the background 
noise. The number of changing pixels 
per frame is normalized to the interval 
[0, 1] to get comparable results for each 
movie (Figure 2, C and D). We can 
display all the ”changing” or “moving” 
pixels in red to illustrate the output 
of this algorithm (see Supplementary 
Movie 2, a 1/4 speed version of Supple-
mentary Movie 1, available at www.
BioTechniques.com). This algorithm 
is sensitive enough to discriminate a 
biphasic movement signal due to both 

the contraction and the relaxation 
movements with minimal noise.

Quantification of heart rate, DI, and SI
A first estimate of the timing and length of 
diastole is derived by setting a movement 
threshold (MT) for the Changing Pixels 
Intensity Algorithm (Figure 2, C and D; 
Supplementary Figure 1B). The pause in 
movement occurring during relaxation 
(diastole) is the DI, the heart period (HP) 
is quantified as the time between the 
ends of two consecutive DIs, and SI is 
quantified as the HP minus the DI. When 
contractions are relatively prolonged, 
the algorithm does not always correctly 
identify the pause during contraction 
(i.e., an interval with no movement) as 
part of the SI (Supplementary Figure 
1A). In this case, information from the 
Frame Brightness Algorithm can be used 
to inform the Changing Pixel Intensity 
Algorithm as to what state the heart is in 
(i.e., contracted versus relaxed; compare 
Supplementary Figure 1, compare A 
with C). In addition, an upper threshold 
(blue lines, Supplementary Figure 1) can 
be set such that movie frame sequences 
with a darkness level higher than the 
threshold will not be designated as a 
pause between contractions or diastolic 
interval. A second brightness limit can 
also be set (green lines, Supplementary 
Figure 1, compare D with E) that ignores 
movie frame sequences that have a mean 
darkness level below this threshold 
even though the darkness levels may be 
changing. This filters out noise.

To ensure that the detected movement 
agrees with the contraction events in the 
movie, the actual movements of the heart 
tube edges (M-mode trace) are displayed 
below the movement traces (Supple-
mentary Figure 1 and in-text Figure 2, E 
and F). M-modes are made by electroni-
cally selecting a single vertical row of 
pixels that spans the heart tube in one 
frame of the movie and then electroni-
cally cutting out the same strip of pixels 
from every movie frame. These strips are 
then aligned horizontally, providing an 
image of the vertical movement of the 
heart tube edges (y-axis) over time (x-axis). 
Brief user input is required to verify 
that the output of the two movement 
detection algorithms corresponds to the 
actual contraction pattern shown in the 
M-mode and to adjust the MT and filters 
if needed (vertical white lines in Figure 
2, E and F). It should be noted that the 
user input needed to adjust the thresholds 
and filters potentially introduces inter-
operator variability, especially with naive 
users. However, by using M-mode as an 

Figure 2. Movement detection from high-speed digital movies. (A) Movement detection for a 1-week-old 
fly using the Frame Brightness Algorithm; peaks indicate individual heart contractions. (B) Movement 
detection for a 1-week-old fly using the Changing Pixel Intensity Algorithm. For each beat the first peak 
represents the movement due to contraction, whereas the second (or additional) movement is due to 
relaxation. The number of frames for each detected diastolic interval is printed above the horizontal line 
which represents the movement threshold. (C) M-mode generated by electronically excising and aligning 
1-pixel-wide, vertical strips from successive movie frames. These strips span the heart tube and are 
taken from the same location in each frame of the movie (approximately the middle of the third abdomi-
nal segment; see dashed lines in Figure 1, A and B). Thus, M-modes show movement of the heart tube 
edges (in the vertical y-axis) over time (on the x-axis). The movie frames analyzed in A and B were used 
to produce the M-modes shown in C (note alignment of movie frame numbers on the x-axis for panels 
A–C and D–F); 200 frames represents ~1.5 s. (D) Movement detection using the Frame Brightness Al-
gorithm for a 7-week-old fly. (E) Movement detection using the Changing Pixel Intensity Algorithm for a 
7-week-old fly, note incomplete relaxations/non-sustained fibrillations. (Solid line represents the move-
ment threshold and detected diastolic intervals.) (F) M-mode from the same 7-week-old fly movie.
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independent and objective assessment 
of heart wall movements, to which the 
algorithm output is finely tuned, this 
potential for error is greatly diminished. 
In addition, because the contraction 
waveforms from the Changing Pixel 
Intensity Algorithm are usually very 
sharply defined (for example,  Figures 
2 and 3, and Supplementary Figure 1), 
small adjustments of thresholds typically 
result in only minor fluctuations in the 
output statistics (see Supplementary 
Figure 1 legend). If SI and DI detection 
based on the algorithms differs from 
the contraction pattern shown by the 
M-mode, the data are rejected; this occurs 
in less than 5% of the movies (not shown). 
Data from each movie is provided in a 
comma-separated value file.

We can also compare the distribution 
of HP, DI, and SI data for the total data set. 
Due to the variability in overall heart rate 

between individuals, data are normalized 
so that the median HP for each record 
matches up (see Supplementary Figure 2A, 
available at www.BioTechniques.com). 
We are also able to quantify the velocity 
and direction of the contraction wave 
itself (see Supplementary Figure 3 and 
Supplementary Algorithm Details, 
available at www.BioTechniques.com).

Estimates for rhythmicity and 
abnormal heart contractions
As flies age the HP, DI, and SI lengthen 
and become more variable; in addition 
many mutations produce irregular heart 
rhythms [Figure 3, A and B, (14)]. We 
used two approaches to quantify these 
arrhythmicities. One method depends 
on an estimation of the number of “long” 
DIs and SIs (Supplementary Figure 2B). 
Because heart beat parameters are very 
reproducible for different wild-type 

strains at different ages we set specific 
time intervals for detecting very long 
or very short heart beat intervals. DIs 
longer than one second were considered 
prolonged (bradycardia); this value is 
approximately 3 times the length of the 
average DI in regularly beating hearts 
from young flies (Supplementary Table 
1, Figure 3D, available at www.BioTech-
niques.com). Similarly, we detect unsus-
tained fibrillation/tachyarrhythmia as 
the number of SIs that were unusually 
long (>0.5 s), indicative of sustained 
contractions. This threshold is twice the 
average SI, a parameter that showed very 
little variability in young wild-type flies 
(Figure 3D). We also include long SIs 
that were interrupted by very short DIs 
(<0.06 s, indicative of incomplete relax-
ations) in this measure.

With age, the HP becomes increas-
ingly more variable and we noted that 
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Figure 3. Heart beat intervals and quantification of arrhythmicity. (A) Movement trace showing DI detection (horizontal lines between movement peaks). 
Duration of the DI is given as the number of frames between successive movement traces; note the regularity of DI in this young (1-week-old) fly. (B) 
Movement trace from an old fly (5 weeks) showing increased irregularity of both systolic and diastolic interval lengths. (C) Changes in heart period with 
age (Mean ± SEM, 17–30 flies per data point). (D) Diastolic intervals (black lines) and systolic intervals (gray lines) showed significant increases as 
a function of age (Mean ± SEM, 17–30 flies/data point). (E) “Arrhythmicity Index” (AI) calculated as the heart period standard deviation normalized 
to the median heart period. Data points represent the average AI for all the flies in each age group (17–30 flies per data point). The age-dependent 
increase in AI is significant and reflects the observed increase in arrhythmic events that occurs as flies age (shown qualitatively in Figure 2C). For C–E, 
age-dependent changes in cardiac parameters were modeled hierarchically using ANCOVA, ANOVA for genotype as a function of each parameter and the 
t-tests were employed to determine if there were significant differences between yw and w1118 and between young (1-week-old) and old flies [3–7 weeks, 
*P < 0.05; see also (3)]. Square, yw strain; triangle, w1118 strain.
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this is reflected in an increase in the 
heart period standard deviation measure-
ments for each fly. Thus, we used this 
standard deviation as an indicator of 
arrhythmicity in individual flies. We 
normalized this value to the median HP 

in order to compensate for variability 
between flies and for effects on period-
icity due to prolonged contractions. 
Since the median value is less affected by 
extreme values (outliers) than the mean, 
it provides a more accurate representation 

of a “normal” HP value. This normalized 
HP standard deviation we refer to as the 
arrhythmia index (AI; Figure 3E).

Measurement of heart diameter
In intact flies, the edges of the heart 
tube are typically obscured by both the 
pigmented cuticle and abdominal fat 
bodies. However, in the semi-intact 
preparation, where some fat cells can be 
removed, the heart tube edges are usually 
visible in the third abdominal segment. 
Markers corresponding to the upper and 
lower edges of the heart tube can be placed 
in single movie frames directly on the 
heart edge (Figure 1, A and B). Movies of 
beating hearts can be advanced manually 
to identify frames where maximal 
contraction and relaxation occur; given 
average frame rates of 130 fps, this deter-
mination is extremely accurate. Because 
the heart tube is one cell-layer thick, it is 
usually not possible to resolve an inner 
and an outer edge. Diastolic and systolic 
diameters obtained are used to calculate a 
percent fractional shortening (% FS):

% FS
Diastolic diameter Systolic diameter

Diastolic diamete
=

-
rr

×100

[Eq. 2]

which provides an estimate of the contrac-
tility of the heart tube. This calculation 
assumes that the heart tube dimensions 
are relatively uniform along its length, 
which is generally the case for the heart 
in abdominal segments 3 and 4. It should 
be emphasized these marks are only used 
to measure diameters and are not used in 
the heart movement analysis described in 
the following sections.

Results
Drosophila semi-intact preparation
As in vertebrates, the f ly has a myogenic 
heart and it resembles the early 
embryonic human heart in that it is a 
linear tube with 4 chambers. While 
it is possible to record movements in 
the anterior-most portion of the heart 
(i.e., conical chamber) in intact f lies, 
M-modes prepared from these movies 
illustrate the complexity of these heart 
beat patterns as well as the limitations 
due to image resolution (Supplementary 
Figure 4, A and B, available at www.
BioTechniques.com). As previously 
reported (4), input from the nervous 
system alters the heart rate and overall 
level of contractility (Supplementary 
Figure 4A). Removing the head 
(containing cerebral and subesophageal 
ganglia) appears to have little effect on 
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Figure 4. – Zebrafish heart parameters. (A) 10-s M-modes from movies of 2–3-day-old zebrafish 
hearts. Wild-type M-modes (top trace) show regular heart contractions as evidenced by the significant 
movement of the heart edge in the dorsal region of the heart (bottom edge trace in the m-mode). All 
Tbx5 heterozygotes (lower traces) showed aberrations in their M-modes, primarily characterized by 
more prolonged contractions with heart wall movements that were noticeably less robust and less fluid. 
(B) Contraction traces and corresponding M-mode from a wild-type zebrafish showing the correlation 
between the Changing Pixel Intensity Algorithm and the movements of the heart wall. (C) Heart period 
was measured as the interval between the start of one diastole and the beginning of the next. Heart pe-
riods were measured for every beat in each movie and averaged for each fish. Results for 16 wild-type 
and 27 Tbx5 heterozygote zebrafish show a significant increase in the heart period in heterozygotes 
compared with controls (*P = 7 × 10-5). (D) Percent fractional area change (% FAC) was measured as 
the percent change in the ventricular surface area between diastole and systole. Heart measurements 
were made only if all heart edges were clearly visible in the movie frames. Results from 15 wild-type 
and 12 Tbx5 heterozygotes show a significant reduction in the % FAC in heterozygotes compared with 
controls (*P = 0.02). (E) A comparison of the ventricular surface areas of hearts measured in (D) dur-
ing diastole and systole indicate that the decrease in % FAC is due to a decrease in the diastolic size of 
the hearts. Diastolic surface area of Tbx5 heterozygotes was significantly smaller than controls whereas 
systolic surface area did not differ significantly between the two groups (*P = 0.009). For C–E, results 
are given as mean ±SD. * indicates difference is significant based on unpaired, two-tailed t-test.

, 
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the M-mode patterns (Supplementary 
Figure 4B), but removing the thoracic 
ventral nerve cord results in a more 
regular pattern (Supplementary Figure 
4C) reminiscent of the patterns seen in 
the denervated semi-intact preparation 
(Figure 4C).

The semi-intact preparation functions 
well in situ for hours following dissection. 
Heart parameters such as HP, DI, 
SI, heart diameters, and % FS show a 
remarkable similarity between flies, and 
all remain extremely stable for ≥4 h, 
even in preparations from relatively 
elderly (4-week-old) flies, when supplied 
with oxygenated, trehalose-supple-
mented artificial hemolymph (Supple-
mentary Figure 4, D–I). Since recordings 
are typically performed 30–60 min 
following dissection, the data generated 
by our optical method reflects the stable 
functioning of a myogenic heart tube.

Measurements of heart diameters  
and fractional shortening
Diastolic and systolic diameters represent 
the relaxed and contracted state of the 
heart tube, respectively. Values for these 
parameters are relatively constant for a 

given location throughout the recording 
period but they will vary according to 
the region of the heart. For example, 
the anterior conical chamber region has 
a larger diameter that narrows dramati-
cally. The posterior portion of the heart 
is more tubular; consequently, measure-
ments were always made in the same 
location in abdominal segment 3, which 
is a relatively linear region of the heart 
tube (Figure 1A). The average diameters 
are remarkably similar for both strains 
of wild-type flies and the measurements 
appear to be sensitive enough to document 
small, statistically significant decreases in 
size for both wild-type strains with age 
(Figure 1C).

Measurements of heart tube size 
in both contracted and relaxed states 
were used to generate an estimate of the 
volume of hemolymph ejected per longi-
tudinal unit and, indirectly, the strength 
of the contraction. Ventricular fractional 
shortening calculated from two-dimen-
sional (2-D) echocardiograms has previ-
ously been used as a non-invasive method 
to assess cardiac function; decreases in 
this measure are an indicator of reduced 
contractility and cardiac dysfunction 

(26,27) The percent fractional shortening 
in fly hearts declines slightly but signifi-
cantly with age suggesting a decline in 
muscle contractility (Figure 1D and 
Supplementary Table 1).

Contraction parameters
HP increases significantly with age in 
wild-type flies (Figure 3C and Supple-
mentary Table 1), consistent with previous 
observations (2,3). In addition, we are 
able to document that this increase is due 
to a disproportionate increase in the DI 
with age compared with the SI (Figure 
3D and Supplementary Table 1). With 
age, the heart beat patterns also become 
more disorganized and include periods 
of fibrillation/tachycardia and asystole/
bradycardia, reflected by an increased 
number of sustained systoles and 
prolonged diastoles (Figure 2). Detecting 
prolonged contractions and relaxations as 
a method to quantify arrhythmia works 
well when flies are young and the level 
of arrhythmia is relatively low, but it 
underestimates arrhythmia in older flies 
(Supplementary Figure 1B). Because of 
this, we also use an alternative measure, 
the AI, which is based on the variability 
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of the individual heart periods in a single 
record. The average AI also exhibits a 
significant increase with age (Figure 3E) 
that reflects the age-related increase in 
arrhythmicity seen in M-mode traces (see 
Figure 2, E and F).

Fly hearts are able to switch the 
direction of the contraction wave due to 
the development of a second pacemaker 
in the anterior end of the abdominal 
heart during metamorphosis (4). Our 
algorithms are able to automatically detect 
and quantify the direction of contraction 
during individual beats (Supplementary 
Figure 3A). This information is provided 
as a percent of the total beats detected 
in a record (Supplementary Table 1) and 
provides an indication of relative function 
of anterior and posterior pacemakers.

To check the accuracy of the interval 
detection algorithm, we randomly 
selected 10 movies of 3-week-old flies and  
compared manual measurements with 
the output of our algorithm. Manual 
measurements for DI and SI were obtained 
using M-modes in which three repre-
sentative diastolic and systolic intervals 
were measured and averaged for each fly. 
Interval lengths were calculated as the 
number of pixels (1 pixel = 1 movie frame) 
divided by the movie speed in frames  
per second (fps). The results we obtained 
were similar to those generated by our 
program for both DI (manual = 0.43 ± 
0.07s, automated = 0.40 ± 0.07s, mean 
± SEM) and SI (manual = 0.24 ± 0.05s, 
automatic = 0.29 ± 0.04s, mean ± SEM).

General applicability
Our motion detection algorithms are 
also applicable to the analysis of movies 
from two additional model systems: the 
zebrafish and the mouse.

Larval zebrafish hearts. Zebrafish 
hearts, like those of Drosophila and 
humans, start out as a linear heart tube and  
start to loop 24–36 h post fertilization 
(hpf). We examined hearts between 
48–72 hpf, at which point a distinct 
ventricle and atrium are present (28). 
Because they are transparent at this stage, 
heart contractions can be filmed from 
intact, immobilized larva. Ventricular 
contractions proved the easiest to analyze 
(see Supplementary Movie 3, available 
at www.BioTechniques.com). Movies 
were taken with anterior to the left of the 
field and dorsal on the bottom; in this 
position the ventricle is quite prominent 
and the program typically tracks the more 
exaggerated movement exhibited by the 
dorsal portion of the ventricle.

M-mode records generated by our 
algorithm show that contractions of the 

wild-type larval heart (Figure 4A) have 
a slightly different shape compared with 
those in flies (DI is significantly reduced; 
compare with Figure 2E). As for the fly 
heart, movement traces generated from 
zebrafish movies show both contraction 
and relaxation peaks, but because the 
program denotes the longer intervals as 
DI, the labeling of diastole and systole 
had to be reversed (compare Figure 4B 
with Figure 2). A comparison of M-mode 
records indicates that hearts from Tbx5 
heterozygotes contract more slowly and 
for more prolonged periods than do hearts 
from wild-type controls (Figure 4, A and 
B). Indeed, output from our algorithm 
documents a significant increase in the 
heart period (reduction in heart rate) 
in Tbx5 heterozygotes compared with 
controls (Figure 4C) due primarily to a 
significant prolongation of the systolic 
interval (0.29 ± 0.11 and 0.18 ± 0.05 s, 
respectively, mean ± SD, P = 0.004) and 
a smaller but still significant prolongation 
of the diastolic interval (0.33 ± 0.9 and 
0.26 ± 0.11 s, respectively, mean ± SD, P 
= 0.02).

We can obtain a percent fractional area 
change (% FAC) measurement by calcu-
lating the ventricular surface area using 
the equation for the area of an ellipse:

a b
2 2

× × π,

[Eq. 3]

where a is the vertical and b is the 
horizontal dimension of hearts measured 
in both diastole and systole (Supple-
mentary Figure 5, A and B, available 
at www.BioTechniques.com). This is 
similar to transverse fractional area 
measurements obtained from vertebrate 
echocardiograms which show correla-
tions between reductions in fractional 
area and cardiac dysfunction (27).  
% FAC is significantly reduced in Tbx5 
heterozygotes (Figure 4D), indicating 
that cardiac output and contractility is 
compromised in Tbx5 heterozygotes, 
even at very early stages of development. 
This reduction in contractility appears 
to be primarily the result of a selective 
reduction in the diastolic volume in 
Tbx5 heterozygotes hearts relative to 
wild-type (Figure 4E). This conclusion is 
also supported by the zebrafish M-mode 
data showing reduced ventricular 
contraction movements (Figure 4A).

Embryonic mouse hearts. We 
analyzed hearts from 7.5–8 d mouse 
embryos (methods in Supplementary 
Figure 6 legend, available at www.

BioTechniques.com); recordings were 
made from the left side of whole embryos 
prior to looping while the heart tube is 
still relatively linear (Supplementary 
Movie 4, available at www.BioTech-
niques.com). Heart tube contractions 
at this stage are easily tracked by the 
Changing Pixel Intensity Algorithm 
(Supplementary Figure 6) and resemble 
the contraction/relaxation patterns seen 
in flies. The output from our analysis 
showed an average heart rate of 1.4 ± 
0.12 Hz (mean ± SD), which is within 
the 1–2 Hz range of rates typically 
obtained for 8.5 d embryos using visual 
observation (29) or Doppler analysis 
(30). In addition, our analysis permitted 
a determination of the relative DI (0.41 
± 0.04 s, mean ± SD) and SI (0.32 ± 0.03 
s, mean ± SD).

Discussion
We have developed a novel method-
ology for movement detection in high 
speed movies and for quantification of a 
number of heart beat parameters. Previous 
methods in intact flies or pupae have been 
primarily limited to the quantification 
of heart rate (2,4,6,7,9,10,15,16,18–
21,31,32). In addition, interpretation 
of data obtained from hearts in vivo 
is confounded by the contribution of 
nervous input to heart contraction 
patterns, rate, and overall dimensions 
(4,20) (see also Supplementary Figure 4, 
A–C). The semi-intact preparation we 
have developed allows us to selectively 
examine the function of cardiomyocytes 
in situ in a stably functioning, myogenic 
heart (Supplementary Figure 4, D–I).

Accurate quantification of param-
eters other than heart rate does not 
appear to be possible using our Frame 
Brightness Algorithm or other methods 
that rely on detection of overall light 
intensity changes alone. However, using 
the Changing Pixel Intensity Algorithm 
we can detect, with great accuracy, both 
the onset of contraction and the end of 
relaxation providing precise measure-
ments of DIs and SIs. This is because 
changes in individual pixel intensities 
from one movie frame to the next are 
used to detect movement rather than 
averaged intensity changes for the 
entire frame, providing improved sensi-
tivity with very little noise. Equally 
important is the combined use of output 
from the Changing Pixel Intensity 
Algorithm and information from the 
Frame Brightness Algorithm. This 
comparison is used because movement 
detection by the Changing Pixel 
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Intensity Algorithm is so sensitive that 
sometimes we detect the contraction and 
relaxation movements as separate peaks 
(Figure 2C and Figure 3, A and B). Conse-
quently, when a contraction is sustained 
for a long period of time (e.g., in older 
flies), the pause during systole is prolonged 
and can be interpreted as diastole by the 
Changing Pixel Intensity Algorithm. The 
less-sensitive Frame Brightness Algorithm 
does not detect this pause and therefore 
can be used to determine whether the 
heart is contracted (i.e., a peak in darkness 
is occurring) or is relaxed (i.e., there is 
no darkness peak). This combinatorial 
approach results in correct discrimination 
between the movement pauses occurring 
during both contraction and relaxation, 
while permitting an accurate determi-
nation of DI, SI, and thus heart rate, on 
a beat-by-beat basis throughout a large 
amount of data (Figure 3 and Supple-
mentary Table 1).

Using this system we document 
age-related changes in fly heart function at 
a level of detail that provides insight into 
the physiological basis for these changes. 
For example, previous studies have 
shown that heart rate (the inverse of HP) 
decreases with age in Drosophila (2,33) 
and our data confirms these results (Figure 
3C). However, our methodology does 
more than measure heart rate; the current 
analysis shows that the age-dependent 
decrease in heart rate is disproportionately 
due to increases in the DI (Figure 3D). We 
also document age-dependent decreases in 
the fractional shortening or output of the 
heart (Figure 1, C and D).

The current algorithm also quantifies 
a more elusive characteristic, the 
degree of heart beat arrhythmicity. A 
visual examination of the movies and 
M-modes provides a qualitative picture 
of the “arrhythmicity” for individual flies 
[compare Figure 2, E and F; see also (3)]. 
However, these results are difficult to 
express quantitatively and are not useful 
for comparing groups of individuals. The 
normalized standard deviation of the HP 
(“Arrhythmicity Index,” AI), quantifies 
the variability in the HP for each fly. The 
AI shows a significant increase with age in 
flies (Figure 3E) but because this method 
is not limited to just detecting “long” 
diastoles or systoles it is likely to be a more 
flexible and accurate method for generally 
quantifying arrhythmias.

Interestingly, the age-dependent 
alterations in heart function that we 
observe in flies have correlates in humans. 
Age-dependent decreases in the intrinsic 
heart rate (34,35) and increases in the 
incidence of heart arrhythmias have also 

been documented in humans (36,37). More 
recently, KCNQ, a K+ channel involved in 
repolarization in the vertebrate heart, has 
been shown to be crucial for repolarization 
of the fly heart (3). Mutations in this 
channel are known to produce Torsades 
des Points arrhythmias in human hearts 
(38) and similar arrhythmic events are seen 
in KCNQ mutant fly hearts (reviewed in 
Reference 14). The preparation described 
here will allow us to describe the cellular 
and molecular events underlying cardiac 
function and arrhythmia, document age 
and gene-related alterations in Droso-
phila heart function, and will be suitable 
for screening the effects of exogenously 
applied drugs and other cardioactive 
agents.

We have quantified parameters in both 
mouse embryos and larval zebrafish hearts 
using the same methodology as for flies. 
Previous studies have successfully used 
imaging methods to study heart function 
in zebrafish, but these methods have limita-
tions similar to those discussed above for 
the fly, in that they provide information 
only on heart rate (39,40) or require 
very specialized equipment (41). Never-
theless, studies relying on visual quanti-
fication of heart rate have documented 
bradycardia in zebrafish larva that are 
homozygous for mutations in the Tbx5 
gene [77% reduction at 48 hpf (39)]. Using 
our methodology, we have been able to 
demonstrate significant reductions (20% 
reduction) in heart rate of similarly aged 
zebrafish Tbx5 heterozygotes compared 
with controls (Figure 4C). The milder 
effect seen for heterozygotes in the current 
study is consistent with dosage effects of 
the Tbx5 gene previously observed in 
mouse (42,43). In addition, we were able to 
document a reduction in % FAC in Tbx5 
heterozygotes that is due to a reduction in 
the end diastolic diameter, consistent with 
a recent report of significant reductions in 
the end diastolic diameters in the adult 
mouse heart, and altered diastolic function 
and ventricular stiffness in young humans, 
both heterozygous for Tbx5 (44).

Our system for monitoring heart 
function will allow us to take advantage of 
the powerful genetic tools that are already 
available in Drosophila to elucidate the 
genetics underlying cardiac function and 
cardiac aging. In addition, this system 
will also be useful for quantifying heart 
function in at least two other models, the 
mouse and zebrafish.
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